Cluster 2.1 Authenticity and Authority

Site Visit: Jidu temple and Mount Wangwu in Jiyuan, Henan province, China.

May 25 – June 3, 2017

2. Fengxian Abbey: Page 4. (Fengxian Abbey, FX)
5. Tiantan Peak: Page 7. (Tiantan Peak at Mount Wangwu, TT)
6. Wangmu Cave: Page 8. (Wangmu Cave at Mount Wangwu, WM)
Jidu Temple, whose full name is Jidu Beihai Temple, was established in 582 A.D. in Sui Dynasty. It is the place to sacrifice the Ji River god and the Beihai River god by Sui and Tang Dynasties and the later feudal dynasties. In the old times, the Ji River, along with the Yellow River, the Yangtse River and the Huai River are venerably called “the Four sacred River”. Among the four famous rivers, the Jidu Temple is the only completed-reserved large-scale fane for sacrifice the water god. The existing Jidu Temple covers an area of 130mu and it was called by the experts as “the Museum of Ancient Architecture in the Central Plain”. The extant ancient timberwork architecture in the temple was established in Northern Song Dynasty, and was renovated in Yuan, Ming and Qing Dynasty. In 1996, Jidu Temple was granted by the State Council“National Key Cultural Relic Protection Unit”.

Introduction of the Jidu Temple

Jidu Temple, full name Jidu Beihai Temple, was built in the Sui Dynasty (582 A.D.). It is the place where the Ji River god and the Beihai River god were worshipped by the Sui and Tang Dynasties, and later feudal dynasties. Among the four famous rivers, the Ji River is known as the "Four Sacred Rivers". The existing Jidu Temple covers an area of 130mu and is known as the "Museum of Ancient Architecture in the Central Plain". The extant ancient wooden architecture in the temple was built in the Northern Song Dynasty and later renovated in the Yuan, Ming, and Qing Dynasties. In 1996, Jidu Temple was recognized as a "National Key Cultural Relic Protection Unit".

Jidu Temple Scenic Spot Tourist Panorama

Jidu Temple is a significant cultural heritage site in the Central Plain, recognized as a "National Key Cultural Relic Protection Unit" in 1996.
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